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The beginning objective this series on divine attributes is to demonstrate
that God exists: i.e. God is!
.
There are five common societal responses to the question of God’s
existence:
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ONE… The first response is that God ________ ______ exist: i.e.
atheism.
The Greek word for atheist is “atheos” and literally means “God
is ____________” The atheist is someone that argues God
doesn’t exist.
References: Psalm 14:1 and Psalm 53:1 (see screen)
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TWO… The second response is we ___________ ________ if God
exists: i.e. agnosticism.
The word agnostic comes from two Greek words that means
literally “no knowledge or without knowledge” The agnostic is
someone who claims he is uncertain about the existence of God.
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according to the natural laws He had established.
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